The authors again greatly appreciate the constructive comments of the two anonymous reviewers. Our responses and modifications to the manuscript are shown below in bold text.

Referee #1

The revised manuscript is much improved. There is much greater focus on presenting these observations and highlighting the potential for this kind of investigation at the smallest possible scales from satellites and reanalysis. Besides a few minor comments that could be addressed and some typographical errors, this paper appears suitable for publication. As was clear in the original version, the great strength of the paper is the excellent collation of observations and reanalysis to provide an interesting view of subtropical clouds. The findings appear generally in line with previous results, but this paper provides a good overview, and emphasizes smaller scales than most other studies. Probably the biggest weaknesses in the paper are: (1) the introduction does not connect very well to the rest of the study, and (2) the emphasis on the joint histograms (Figs 7-12) might be too strong. These are subjective, and maybe my take on these is different from another reader.

We have made modifications in response to both of the stated weaknesses. Please refer to below responses.

Minor Comments

1. In terms of the introduction, I think I understand what the text is trying to do. There is a lot of discussion and reference to cloud feedbacks and climate modeling, and the point might be that we need to better understand basic processes in nature to improve our understanding and prediction of the future. I found that by the end of the introduction, however, I did not have a very good understanding of where this paper was really heading and why it matters. That is to say, why it matters in relation to similar literature rather than the big picture of cloud feedbacks and climate change prediction. This is a minor comment, so the authors should not be compelled to change it, but my feeling is that this paper would be better served by condensing the present introduction to a paragraph or two and use the recovered space to provide more context for this study.

We revisited each paragraph (and sentence within each paragraph) and feel as though the first five paragraphs of the introduction are appropriate and relevant, but the sixth needs to be improved. The first paragraph briefly calls out the cloud feedback problem with respect to MBL clouds. The second paragraph briefly hits on the physical mechanisms of the MBL feedback problem in the subtropical MBL and key references, with particular attention to the work of L. Nuijens, which we follow up with in the results section. The third paragraph then touches on the vertical structure of thermodynamics (e.g., RH) and how further examination of observations is warranted. The fourth paragraph links together the vertical thermodynamics, cloud structures and variability, and cloud statistical moments, which will be quantitatively addressed in this work. The fifth paragraph follows on
with cloud regime dependence of these behaviors (e.g., cumulus versus stratocumulus) and how A-train and reanalysis data can be further exploited.

The last two paragraphs of the section start to do that, but don't quite get there. For example, in the last paragraph (neglecting the "outline paragraph"), the purpose of the paper is stated in the first sentence, but that is followed by a summary of the methodology (page 3, lines 5-9) which could be deleted because they will be stated in more detail in the next section. A later sentence ("The geophysical fields ...") is also a little too much like methodology, but it could be rewritten to provide more information about why it is important to the goal of the paper to investigate these scales and to examine them as distributions.

We agree that the second to last paragraph can benefit from significant modification. As suggested, we moved lines 5-9 out of the paragraph to the end of the Methodology section after description of each data set. We then added several lines of text that borrow heavily from the responses to reviews of the previous version of the manuscript as suggested by reviewer #2. The new paragraph at the end of the Introduction now reads as follows:

“Our primary purpose is to investigate instantaneous relationships between cloud microphysical and optical properties, dynamical, and thermodynamic variables from the A-train and MERRA at the native temporal and spatial resolution of the observations. The satellite and reanalysis data each provide unique information that should ideally be combined together at the native resolution rather than relying on one instrument or reanalysis alone, or combining over time and space averages. The geophysical fields are retained at the native spatial and temporal resolution such that the instantaneous spatial “snapshots” of the cloud probability density function (pdf) are preserved and are then conditioned by available thermodynamic and dynamic variables. This approach removes the temporal variability in order to focus on the spatial variability and covariances. The statistical behavior of cloud properties, and how the thermodynamic and dynamic state variables are related to them, are thus inferred using the finest temporal and spatial resolutions available. The different instruments and reanalysis data sets are treated as “building blocks” that construct a simultaneous view of the MBL, playing on the strengths of each data set. This holistic synthesis of multivariate and multi-moment data sets may highlight aspects of MBL structure that are otherwise overlooked. The MBL structures of interest are summarized in Nuijens et al. (2009) using surface-based observations and demonstrate testable relationships between clouds, wind, humidity, and precipitation. Lastly, the approach taken herein may ultimately enhance our ability to quantify the complex time, space, and cloud regime coupling of clouds and circulation (Bony et al., 2015).”

2. It also seems that there is an overemphasis on the joint histograms. While these are nice figures with a lot of information, I often wondered whether they were being used effectively. In particular, the text asks the reader often to compare panels visually. Actually, this is a bit difficult because the data distribution, the gray shading, is the most striking part of the figures while the comparisons are almost always regarding the colored
contour lines. It's hard to provide a good suggestion for how to improve this. One possibility is to support the joint distributions with the marginal (i.e., 1-d) distributions; this could be useful especially when the dependence seems less bivariate, like in Figure 1a, 1c, and 1d where the dependence on cloud fraction seems mostly negligible. Another aspect of this over emphasis on the joint histograms is that correlations are left as visual comparisons and are not actually quantified. One could imagine that some of these relationships are not statistically significant because a lot of the variation in the CF-radiance space is occurring far from the core of the data distribution. Similarly, the visual correlations of contour lines across panels could be very misleading (though I don't see any obvious examples where that would be the case); or more importantly, the connections might be made more strongly by making the link visually in the histograms and then bringing the comparisons together in a simpler summary figure that could collect the regions and/or variables into one set of axes. Again, this is a minor comment, but it would be worth considering, especially if the microphysical relationships of Section 4.4 could be more easily summarized in a simpler graphic.

As done with the Introduction, we went through every subpanel of every figure and feel as though this is the story we want to tell. Each panel is called out in the text and described in brief or at length and help make the points made in the text. The only possible case that might be made is getting rid of the standard deviations in Figure 10 but we did not do so. We intended to highlight differences with the same moment in Figure 8 and we have added some text to highlight the important differences in standard deviation radiance shown between \( r_{\text{eff}} \) and MBL depth in Figure 8:

“Fifth, the variations of \( r_{\text{e}} \) with the standard deviation of radiance (Fig. 10i-1) are more nonlinear than in the case of MBL depth (Fig. 8i-1). This shows that the relationship with radiance moments is not the same for different physical quantities.”

With regard to marginal 1-d distributions, the general problem is that the information is lost if the data is collapsed in that manner. It also could be another investigation on its own. Since this paper is in large part methodological, we felt it is most germane to not limit the presentation of the joint pdfs and emphasize their multi-moment differences and similarities among the four regions. As highlighted in the text, the differences between regions are large enough such that all four should be shown. The Sc and Cu are different enough that the average radiance should both be highlighted. The standard deviation and skewness reveal more complex behavior, and are thus shown for MBL and \( r_{\text{eff}} \) for all four regions.

3. Page 1, Line 18: "700 an 850" is supposed to be "700-850"

fixed to 700 and 850

4. Page 5, Line 3-4: This statement that the unknown cases look like trade cumulus is interesting, but it is not clear whether this is a new result or is included in one of the previous references.
We have added the following to the end of the sentence to clarify: “…based on inspection of individual granule data (Figs. 1 and 2) and gridded seasonal averages (Section 4).”

5. Page 6, Line 9: This must be NEA instead of NEP

Fixed

6. Page 7, lines 10-15: Here and elsewhere, I am not sure dMSE is adding much to this paper as its physical significance does not seem to be explained. Is it just another measure of inversion strength, like LTS and EIS?

To some degree, yes, it does mimic LTS and EIS, with the effects of vertical moisture gradients included. This is a standard measure used to characterize the MBL and we include it to link to other studies, check our methods, and ultimately show that dMSE can be different between cumulus and stratocumulus for the same ECF and reflectance.

7. Section 4.1: The tone of this section seems to be more validation than "results." It seems to be mainly showing that expected features are captured. I'm not sure whether that is the intent of the section; if so, then it might be retitled, and if not, then maybe should be revised to highlight new results.

We changed section 4.1 to its own section 4 and it is titled ‘Regional spatial averages’. Section 5 is now called ‘Multivariate and multi-moment pdfs’

Referee #2

I thank the authors for their extensive response to my critical review and their revised version. I very much appreciate that they have responded at length at my concerns and made appropriate changes to the manuscript. Their response has been much more convincing of the merit of this manuscript, in particular by more clearly stating the objective and the (limits to the) scope of the paper. I believe the title is a good choice, and I also appreciate the addition of more physical interpretation to what is shown in the plots, for instance, what it means that trade-cu are identified as having an unknown thermodynamic phase.

We appreciate the efforts of the reviewer to highlight the weaknesses of the manuscript and feel as though the comments greatly contributed to a much clearer manuscript. Many thanks. Peer review works.

Actually, some of the statements made in the response to reviewers may also be added to the actual manuscript, which would make some aspects a bit more explicit.

We took the reviewer’s suggestion, especially in regard to reviewer #1’s comment
about strengthening the end of the Introduction.

Before final acceptance I would ask to consider these:

1. The authors state in their response that they do not attempt to “explain the transition” so much as rather present a new way to observe it. This can be emphasized in the paper itself, and I would even say this more explicitly in the abstract. Rather than “four subtropical transitions regions are investigated”, the authors could write something like “we demonstrate a new way of observing the transition - a region of interest because of climate uncertainties - whereby we define stratocu and trade cu exclusively based on infrared thermodynamic phase” etc.

We have made the following modifications to the abstract. Those two sentences now read as one: “A new method for observing four subtropical oceanic regions that capture transitions from stratocumulus to trade cumulus is demonstrated, where stratocumulus and cumulus regimes are based exclusively from infrared-based thermodynamic phase.”

2. The authors write in their response that it is challenging to choose which figures to present when confronted with an enormous selection of available data. I understand, but I also think it is the authors task to convincingly show a figure they believe is interesting. I also think that this choice is generally motivated by a specific question: what would you like to answer, and hence, which variables are best to start looking at? The authors may present which questions they are interested in, which in some way they already do by looking at the transition, and in specific by going into more detail about the observed relationship between wind speed, relative humidity and precipitation (effective radius).

This was definitely the intent of the original submission by ending the description of the results with how similar they were to surface observations shown in Nuijens et al. (2009). We hope that the revised Figure 7 and discussion helps clarify, and the new paragraph in the Introduction makes clearer the intent and outcome of the study.

Also in the abstract the authors could rephrase their last sentences into something like: “New ways of observing the transition, using the combined Atrain & MERRA dataset, already demonstrate a relationship between effective radius, wind speed and cloudsat precipitation estimates that was previously demonstrated in surface-based observations. Hence, the combined data sets have the potential of adding global context to process-level understanding.“

We have made the following modifications to the abstract. The end of it now reads: “The method using the combined A-train and MERRA dataset has demonstrated that an increase in \(r_e\) within shallow cumulus is strongly related to higher MBL wind speeds that further correspond to increased precipitation occurrence according to CloudSat, previously demonstrated with surface observations. Hence, the combined data sets have the potential of adding global context to process-level understanding of
3. Within the text, the authors could also emphasize that the individual cloud and thermodynamic properties from AIRS and MODIS have been previously validated and evaluated at the pixel scale, and more explicitly say that the seasonal averages are one of the only ways to compare with previous studies given that the previous studies typically only show seasonal maps.

Further clarification is added in Section 3 near the Jin and Nasiri (2014) reference that the comparisons of AIRS and CALIPSO cloud phase were made at the pixel scale. Further clarification is added in Section 2 near Yue et al. (2013) to point out that AIRS soundings are compared against NWP models and radiosondes at the profile scale. Further clarification is added at the beginning of Section 4 to compare to previous studies.
An A-train and MERRA view of cloud, thermodynamic, and dynamic variability within the subtropical marine boundary layer

Brian H. Kahn

Abstract. The global-scale patterns and covariances of subtropical marine boundary layer (MBL) cloud fraction and spatial variability with atmospheric thermodynamic and dynamic fields remain poorly understood. We describe an approach that leverages coincident NASA A-train and the Modern Era Retrospective-Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) data to quantify the relationships in the subtropical MBL derived at the native pixel and grid resolution. A new method for observing our subtropical oceanic regions that capture transitions from stratocumulus to trade cumulus is demonstrated. where stratocumulus and cumulus regimes are based exclusively from infrared-based thermodynamic phase. Visible radiances are normally distributed within stratocumulus and are increasingly skewed away from the coast where trade cumulus dominates. Increases in MBL depth, wind speed and effective radius \( r_e \), and reductions in 700-1000 hPa moist static energy differences and 700 and 850 hPa vertical velocity, correspond with increases in visible radiances skewness. We propose that a more robust representation of the cloudy MBL is obtained using visible radiances rather than retrievals of optical thickness that are limited to a smaller subset of cumulus. The method using the combined A-train and MERRA dataset has demonstrated that an increase in \( r_e \) within shallow cumulus is strongly related to higher MBL wind speeds that further correspond to increased precipitation occurrence according to CloudSat, previously demonstrated with surface observations. Hence, the combined data sets have the potential of adding global context to process-level understanding of the MBL.

1 Introduction

Much of the uncertainty in projections of future climate is directly or indirectly related to clouds and their associated processes (IPCC AR5, 2013) including shallow marine cumuliform clouds (Bony and Dufresne, 2005). The low cloud-climate feedback is generally regarded to be positive (e.g., Clement et al., 2009). Many studies however suggest that the sign and magnitude of the feedback are cloud-type dependent (e.g., Caldwell et al. 2013; Bretherton et al., 2013; Dal Gesso et al., 2015; Stephens, 2005; Yue et al., 2017; Zelinka et al., 2012).

Using large eddy simulation (LES) experiments forced with doubled CO2, Bretherton et al. (2013) show that the gradient of RH from the MBL to the free troposphere is a key factor that controls the shortwave cloud radiative feedback. Rieck et al.
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LES forced by perturbed lower tropospheric temperature profiles with fixed RH to show that an increase in surface moisture fluxes leads to a drying of the trade cumulus-topped MBL. The drying overwhelms the increased shortwave reflection from the liquid water lapse rate feedback, thus leading to reduced cloudiness and a positive shortwave cloud feedback. These mechanisms are also discussed by Nuijens and Stevens (2012) in the context of bulk theory and clearly demonstrate that free tropospheric temperature and moisture gradients act as constraints for climate change-induced surface flux changes. While the constant RH framework is a useful concept to investigate cloud-climate feedback in simplified modeling experiments, an overall reduction of RH in the subtropical free troposphere was found in the CMIP3 (Sherwood et al., 2010; Fasullo and Trenberth, 2012) and CMIP5 (Lau and Kim, 2015) archives with a non-negligible spread in the changing magnitude and vertical structure of RH among the models. Therefore, the assumption that constant RH might hold across the diversity of subtropical cloud regimes with a changing climate is likely not valid. Medeiros and Nuijens (2016) showed that the RH gradient between the MBL and lower free troposphere is widely variable among the CMIP5 models within the trade cumulus regime. Therefore, further examination of cloud variability and the vertical structure of RH with present-day satellite and reanalysis observations is warranted.

A strong linkage between cloud amount and EIS (Wood and Bretherton, 2004), lower tropospheric stability (LTS) (Klein and Hartmann, 1993), and moist static energy differences (dMSE) between the free troposphere and surface (Kawai and Teixeira, 2010; Chung et al., 2012; Kubar et al., 2015) is well understood. Satellite observations of the MBL have revealed prodigious variations of cloud organization that span orders of magnitude over spatial and temporal scales (Cahalan et al., 1994; Wood and Hartmann, 2006; Muhlbauer et al., 2014). Even for a fixed value of cloud fraction, a large diversity of statistical variability may be observed (Kawai and Teixeira, 2012). Correlations of cloud fraction to other environmental variables are highly dependent on the time scale of comparison (e.g., Brueck et al., 2015). At present, the relationships of cloud fraction and spatial variability to larger-scale properties other than EIS/LTS remain poorly understood. Furthermore, previous work has emphasized correlations of MBL cloud properties to 500 hPa vertical velocity and RH that are averaged over monthly, seasonal, or annual time scales. Kawai and Teixeira (2010) found significant correlations for instantaneous observations of cloud inhomogeneity and the skewness of LWP to thermodynamic structure changes between 850 and 1000 hPa; the correlations are larger for LWP than with cloud fraction. Modeling and observational studies have demonstrated that the vertical structures of moments of conserved thermodynamic variables depend on the cloud regime (e.g., Suselj et al., 2013; Ghate et al., 2016; Zhu and Zuidema, 2009). Substantial differences exist between stratocumulus and trade cumulus in the mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis of equivalent potential temperature $\theta_e$, liquid water potential temperature $\theta_l$, and vertical velocity profiles, and point to the importance of a global perspective uniquely provided by satellite and reanalysis data. The NASA A-train (Stephens et al., 2002) provides a wealth of remote sensing data about the microphysics and thermodynamics of the cloudy MBL. Reanalysis data such as the Modern Era Retrospective-Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA; Rienecker et al., 2011) offer a
complementary set of thermodynamic and dynamic variables that help establish a larger-scale perspective for coincident remote sensing observations.

Our primary purpose is to investigate instantaneous relationships between cloud microphysical and optical properties, dynamical, and thermodynamic variables from the A-train and MERRA at the native temporal and spatial resolution of the observations. The satellite and reanalysis data each provide unique information that should ideally be combined together at the native resolution rather than relying on one instrument or reanalysis alone, or combining over time and space averages. The geophysical fields are retained at the native spatial and temporal resolution such that the instantaneous spatial “snapshots” of the cloud probability density function (pdf) are preserved and are then conditioned by available thermodynamic and dynamic variables. This approach removes the temporal variability in order to focus on the spatial variability and covariances. The statistical behavior of cloud properties, and how the thermodynamic and dynamic state variables are related to them, are thus inferred using the finest temporal and spatial resolutions available. The different instruments and reanalysis data sets are treated as “building blocks” that construct a simultaneous view of the MBL, playing on the strengths of each data set. This holistic synthesis of multivariate and multi-moment data sets may highlight aspects of MBL structure that are otherwise overlooked. The MBL structures of interest are summarized in Nuijens et al. (2009) using surface-based observations and demonstrate testable relationships between clouds, wind, humidity, and precipitation. Lastly, the approach taken herein may ultimately enhance our ability to quantify the complex time, space, and cloud regime coupling of clouds and circulation (Bony et al., 2015).

Section 2 describes the data sets used while Section 3 details the methodological approach taken in this investigation. Section 4 details the results (regional maps while section 5 examines the beginning with a regional spatial context, then concluding with examination of joint pdfs. We conclude in Section 5).

2 Data

The AIRS/AMSU sounding suite located onboard NASA’s EOS Aqua satellite has obtained vertical profiles of temperature and water vapor at approximately 45-km horizontal resolution since September 2002 (Chahine et al., 2006). While AIRS cannot capture the sharpness of the temperature and water vapor mixing ratio gradients across the top of the MBL (Maddy and Barnet, 2008; Yue et al., 2011), the coarse-resolution vertical gradients from the surface to the lower free troposphere are obtained with high fidelity as shown in validation studies using NWP model data or radiosondes (Yue et al., 2013; Kalmus et al., 2015). The AIRS operational products also provide numerous cloud variables that include effective cloud fraction (ECF), cloud thermodynamic phase (liquid, ice, and unknown categories), and others (Kahn et al., 2014). A MBL depth estimate inferred from the height/pressure of maximum RH gradient is described and validated with radiosondes launched during the Rain in Shallow Cumulus over the Ocean (RICO) campaign in Martins et al. (2010).

The Version 5 AIRS channel 4 visible spectral radiance (0.49–0.94 µm) (Gautier et al., 2003; Aumann et al., 2006) with a nadir spatial resolution of 2.28 km is used and has units of W/m²/µm/sr. AIRS visible band data is co-registered to the AIRS
IR footprint such that 72 visible pixels are aligned within every footprint. A prototype AIRS visible cloud mask (Gautier et al., 2003) that was developed to support earlier algorithm development efforts is also used. Although the cloud mask has not been compared directly against benchmarks such as the MODIS cloud mask, manual inspection suggests that this cloud mask tends towards clear-sky conservative and captures many shallow, broken sub-pixel cumulus clouds.

The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument on EOS Aqua is capable of observing a wide variety of land, ocean, and atmospheric variables (Platnick et al., 2017) that are co-located to the AIRS FOV. We use the Collection 6 liquid phase cloud optical thickness $\tau$ and effective radius $r_e$ retrievals from the MYD06_L2 swath product and the 1-km cloud mask from the MYD035_L2 swath product. Platnick et al. (2017) show that the $r_e$ change between C5.1 and C6 is $\pm 1–2\mu m$. We have tested the differences in the pdfs between C5.1 and C6 for a subset of the data investigated and very little change in the pdfs were observed (not shown). The MODIS liquid cloud $r_e$ is used as a proxy for precipitation and is verified with the CloudSat 2C-RAIN-PROFILE (Release 4) precipitation product (L’Ecuyer and Stephens, 2002).

The MERRA instantaneous, six-hourly, native-resolution, gridded data sets at 1/2° × 2/3° (Rienecker et al., 2011) are used to assess the thermodynamic profiles derived from AIRS, assign vertical profiles of horizontal u and v wind components, and vertical profiles of pressure velocity $\omega$ in the MBL and lower free troposphere. All of the instantaneous MERRA data are spatially and temporally matched to the A-train orbit using a nearest neighbour matching approach with no time interpolation.

### 3 Methodology

Four subtropical oceanic regions that capture transitions from stratocumulus to trade cumulus are investigated. The four regions are greatly expanded in scale from those used in Klein and Hartmann (1993) to investigate the stratocumulus-topped MBL and are listed in Table 1. While all available daytime (ascending) orbits from 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2009 were used, the remaining discussion is limited to the seasons that contain the observed peak in cloud frequency listed in Table 1 (Klein and Hartmann, 1993).

Figure 1a is an example visible image for a six-minute AIRS granule within the southeast Atlantic Ocean (SEA). The visible band captures various spatial structures of clouds. The cloud mask derived from AIRS visible bands for the same granule is shown in Fig. 1b. The cloud mask is used to narrow down the spatial sampling for the following analysis. The cloud mask likely includes instances of clear sky, but the approach only requires a coarse masking approach to filter out a majority of the clear sky pixels. We will discuss implications regarding the filtering process in Section 4.
Removal of pixels containing mid- and high-level clouds helps to reduce ambiguities introduced by free tropospheric clouds and also a portion of the thermodynamic and dynamic variability associated with cloudy areas of synoptic-scale waves. Figure 2 shows the AIRS infrared $T_b$ within a clean atmospheric window at 1231 cm$^{-1}$, the cloud thermodynamic phase mask, three constant pressure levels of AIRS RH (700, 850, and 925 hPa), and the skewness of visible radiance for the same granule shown in Fig. 1. The cloud thermodynamic phase identifies some scattered ice in the northern portion of the granule. All pixels identified with ice are removed in the following analysis. Jin and Nasiri (2014) showed that AIRS successfully identifies the presence of ice within the AIRS FOV in excess of 90% of the time when compared to CALIPSO thermodynamic phase estimates at the pixel scale. A similar approach is taken in Nam et al. (2012) and Myers and Norris (2015) to minimize impacts from convection and synoptic-scale weather systems. Additional occurrences of $T_b < 273$ K that potentially contain supercooled liquid phase mid-level clouds are also removed.

As the AIRS cloud phase algorithm is based on a channel selection that exploits differences in the index of refraction for liquid and ice, the cloud amount observed in the AIRS pixel is frequently small enough that the spectral signature does not trigger a positive liquid test (e.g., Jin and Nasiri, 2014). The ECF for these unknown phase cases can simultaneously be well above the sensitivity of cloud detection (validated using CALIPSO lidar, see Kahn et al., 2014). As a result, none of the phase tests are triggered even though cloud is observed within the AIRS pixel. These unknown cases line up very well with the frequency of trade cumulus in the four regions selected based on inspection of individual granule data (e.g., Figs. 1 and 2) and gridded seasonal averages (Section 4).

The AIRS liquid detections coincide with uniform stratocumulus (Fig. 1) with close to normally distributed visible radiances (lower right, Fig. 2), while unknown detections correspond well to shallow cumulus with a distinctive positively skewed visible radiance, very similar to previous results obtained using liquid water path (LWP) (Wood and Hartmann, 2006; Kawai and Teixeira, 2010). Previous investigations have used free tropospheric vertical velocity to separate cloud regime types (e.g., Bony and Dufresne, 2005; Medeiros and Stevens, 2011; Nam et al., 2012). Henceforth, the two regimes defined exclusively by liquid and unknown phase detections will be generically referred to as stratocumulus and cumulus regimes, respectively. An advantage of this instantaneous approach is that the temporal and spatial variations of cumulus and stratocumulus cloud areas are more precisely separated from each other.

For the AIRS/AMSU FORs containing MBL clouds, the coincident AIRS and MODIS geophysical fields are collocated. The AIRS ECF is averaged over the entire AIRS/AMSU FOR where clear sky is equal to a value of zero. The AIRS thermodynamic phase is averaged over cloudy AIRS FOVs only. The individual phase tests are summed and liquid is defined for values < -0.8, unknown between -0.8 to +0.8, and ice for values > +0.8. The MODIS cloud mask and $\tau$ are averaged over the entire AIRS/AMSU FOR. The MODIS $\tau$ is averaged only over the successful retrievals that are a subset of MODIS pixels identified as containing cloud. The nearest neighbour is matched for MERRA geophysical fields at a similarly sized spatial resolution. The mean, standard deviation, and skewness of MODIS and AIRS FOV properties are then calculated for each AIRS/AMSU FOR separately. Therefore, multiple satellite instrument and reanalysis observations at
multiple spatial scales can be linked together through joint pdfs for a large combination of statistical moments. These data serve as the basis of the following investigation.

4 Regional spatial averages

In Section 4.1, regional-scale, seasonal averages are calculated from the pixel-scale data described in Section 3 for 90 daytime (130 pm equatorial crossing time) snapshots and are then re-gridded to 1° x 1° spatial resolution. In Section 4.2, multivariate pdfs are investigated in the context of limiting the plethora of choices among variables and statistical moments. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, several sets of thermodynamic and microphysical pdfs are quantified and described.

4.1 Regional spatial averages

Regional-scale, seasonal averages are calculated from the pixel-scale data described in Section 3 for 90 daytime (130 pm equatorial crossing time) snapshots and are then re-gridded to 1° x 1° spatial resolution and help facilitate comparisons to previous studies. Figure 3 shows the visible radiance skewness for JJA in the NEP and NEA regions, and SON in the SEP and SEA regions, with an overlay of AIRS total ECF. The coastal stratocumulus radiances are distributed approximately normally while the radiances are positively skewed away from the coast where disorganized cumulus dominates (e.g., Wood and Hartmann, 2006). Contours of the magnitude of radiance skewness closely align to the magnitude of ECF in cumulus while much less so in proximity to the coast within stratocumulus. Very poor spatial correspondence between radiance skewness and the mean value of MODIS cloud fraction was found (not shown) and is consistent with low correlations between GOES derived cloud fraction and LWP noted by Kawai and Teixeira (2010) in the SEP region. Interestingly, the average radiance skewness is larger and ECF is smaller in the NEA than the other three regions and is consistent with other satellite observations (Klein and Hartmann, 1993; Ros sow and Schiffer, 1999) and air/surface based observations (Wood, 2012). The patterns of radiance skewness shown in Fig. 3 also resemble typical climatological patterns of cloud sizes reported in Wood and Field (2011) and cloud texture as viewed from the Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) (Zhao et al., 2016).

Values of MODIS total water path (TWP) skewness do not show a clear transition from normally distributed to positively skewed values in Weber et al. (2011). This further motivates the removal of mid- and high-level cloud occurrences using the AIRS phase mask that comprise anywhere from 4 to 18% of the total number of FOVs depending on the region of study (Table 1). The total number of collocated data points within each region is roughly ~180,000. However, the AIRS and MODIS cloud fields have smaller spatial resolutions that are aggregated to the AIRS/AMSU field of regard, and the raw counts for these fields number in the millions. Oreopoulos and Cahalan (2005) show that the inhomogeneity parameter calculated from MODIS LWP, rather than TWP, is most homogeneous near the coast and indicates increasing heterogeneity that extends into the cumulus regimes. We argue that the results of Oreopoulos and Cahalan (2005) are more definitive than those shown in Weber et al. (2011) and more closely resemble the gradients and magnitudes contained within Fig. 3.
There are several factors that contribute to relationships between ECF and the various moments of radiance. A reduced ECF and increased radiance skewness (Fig. 3) may indicate smaller cloud sizes but is probably not universally true. If the cloud optical thickness is increased, the ECF is also decreased from reductions in cloud emissivity even though cloud coverage itself may remain constant. (Recall that the ECF is a convolution of emissivity and cloud fraction.) If the cloud optical thickness is fixed, the cloud emissivity remains fixed even though the cloud coverage itself and ECF could be decreased.

The ECF could also be decreased (increased) if small cloud elements become more widely spaced (packed together) assuming the cloud sizes of the individual cumulus elements remain the same. With respect to the visible radiances, the radiance is decreased if cloud elements become smaller than the nominal 2.2 km pixel size assuming the optical thickness of the cloud elements does not change. Therefore, if an increased proportion of a cloud population with normally distributed radiances becomes subpixel in size, one would expect a shift towards positive skewness. If cloud distributions are spatially resolved, an increased skewness radiance is still entirely possible if the optical thickness of cloud distributions is skewed itself. However, in this investigation, the skewness of the MODIS optical thickness is less skewed at low ECF than visible radiance (not shown). This suggests that the skewness in the visible radiance at low ECF at least partially arises from smaller cloud sizes.

The mean MBL depth (Fig. 4) reaffirms a characteristic transition from shallow MBLs (920–970 hPa) near the coast to deeper MBLs (830–880 hPa) to the west and is a well-observed feature of the stratocumulus to cumulus transition previously observed by Karlsson et al. (2010), Teixeira et al. (2011), and others. Closest to the coast, the MBL is shallowest in the NEA and slightly deeper in the NPE. The SEA and SEP are deeper than their NH counterparts with SEP the deepest. The SEP MBL depths agree with VOCALS-REx in situ radiosonde-derived temperature inversion base heights described by Bretherton et al. (2010). Furthermore, the inter-regional differences in MBL depth show consistency with global positioning system-radio occultation (GPS-RO) data described by Chan and Wood (2013).

Differences in the moist static energy (dMSE) between 700 and 1000 hPa are calculated following the approach outlined by Kubar et al. (2012) and are also shown in Fig. 4. The dMSE is calculated from quality-controlled AIRS soundings (PGood ≥ 1000 hPa) and is nearly identical to estimates from ERA-Interim shown by Kubar et al. (2012). The magnitude of dMSE is larger and positive near the coast in the SH compared to the NH and is somewhat reduced in the NEA region. Yue et al. (2011) showed that values of EIS and LTS obtained from AIRS soundings are lower in the NEA compared to the other three regions and are also consistent with Fig. 4.

Seasonal averages of AIRS RH700 with an overlay of the corresponding MERRA-AIRS RH700 differences are shown in Fig. 5. Wind vectors depict the mean horizontal flow. Overall, RH700 in the SH is lower than the NH while the NEA is the moistest of the four regions and SEP the driest. MERRA is on average moister than AIRS by ~5% in the NH, nearly identical to AIRS in the SEA, and a much more spatially heterogeneous difference is observed in the SEP from the coastal proximity westward between 8–12°S.

Bretherton et al. (2010) demonstrate that the free troposphere in the SEP westward of 75°W is characteristically very dry (0.1 g kg⁻¹) with sporadic filaments of moist air (as high as 3-6 g kg⁻¹) up to an altitude of 2.5 km. In addition, these moist
filaments have been observed with GPS-RO refractivity profiles by von Engeln et al. (2007). The vertical structure of RH obtained from VOCALS-REx radiosondes implies a well-mixed MBL near the coast with MBL decoupling west of 80°W. Myers and Norris (2015) showed that 700 hPa is drier in the SH subtropics compared to the NH using ERA-Interim data. When GCMs are sampled for RICO-like conditions using representative mid-tropospheric large-scale vertical velocities as in Medeiros and Stevens (2011), a dry bias is obtained above the MBL in comparison to a composite of RICO radiosondes.

The seasonal averages of AIRS RH_{850} and the corresponding MERRA-AIRS RH_{850} differences, are larger than that found for RH_{700} (Fig. 6) and are due to temperature and water vapor weighting function widths on the order of 2–3 km (Maddy and Barnet, 2008).

In summary, the seasonal averages exhibit realistic three-dimensional spatial morphologies and gradients and show consistency with MERRA RH in the subtropical MBL. The MBL depth and seasonal variations (not shown) agree with GPS-RO (Chan and Wood, 2013). The AIRS-derived dMSE between 700 and 1000 hPa agrees with ERA-Interim (Kubar et al., 2012). The radianc skewness is strongly related to dMSE (Kawai and Teixeira, 2012). The AIRS ECF distributions closely correspond to well-established climatologies of cloud amount (e.g., Klein and Hartmann, 1993; Rossow and Schiffer, 1999; Wood, 2012). The vertical structure of the horizontal wind flow well represents known climatological patterns in the MBL and lower free troposphere. While the variability within each region and between the four regions is consistent with previous studies, the physical reasons for these differences are beyond the scope of the current investigation.

In the following subsections, an ensemble of multivariate and multi-moment pdfs is examined.

5 Multivariate and multi-moment pdfs

5.1 Dimensionality of multivariate pdfs

Choosing an ideal subset of variables and statistical moments to form the basis of joint histograms is a challenge. Motivated in large part to link cloud and thermodynamic properties derived from infrared and visible bands, we describe six variable combinations. The natural log frequency of occurrence is shown in gray scale from black to white and MBL depth is superimposed as contours (Fig. 7).

The MBL depth exhibits clearer patterns in the ECF dimension (Fig. 7a,c) rather than the cloud fraction dimension (Fig. 7b,d). The latter is more compressed and the gradients are weaker in both dimensions. The MBL depth is deepest for lower values of ECF, τ, and visible radianc. In addition, the MBL depth also decreases for the most reflective clouds at a given value of ECF while this behaviour is not observed for τ. An additional population of sub-pixel cumulus clouds is captured within the radianc data that is not captured in τ data. The two other panels (Fig. 7e,f) highlight the challenges with the choice of dimensionality. In the case of radianc versus τ, while there is a strong correlation in the occurrence frequency within the more reflective clouds, the structure in the MBL depth is much less clear. In the case of cloud fraction versus ECF, the occurrence frequency is much more poorly correlated and scattered, while the MBL depth shows less structure in either dimension.
We will use radiance versus ECF (Fig. 7a) in the remainder of this work. We are not advocating that the dimensional choices made are optimal. Instead, the results motivate the use of satellite and reanalysis data building from native resolution, pixel-scale, temporally instantaneous coincidences.

5.2 Regional similarity in MBL depth

The frequencies of AMSU FORs that contain stratocumulus and cumulus are listed in Table 1. The largest differences in the gradients between stratocumulus and cumulus are found in the NEP (Fig. 8a,e), while the smallest differences are found in the NEA (Fig. 8c,g). The MBL depth is several 10s of hPa shallower in stratocumulus (Fig. 8a-d) compared to cumulus (Fig. 8e-h) in all four regions for almost every possible combination of radiance and ECF. We can conclude that the cloud amount and shortwave reflected radiation act independently of MBL depth. A small population of shallow MBL depths for ECF > 0.9 is found in cumulus (Fig. 8e-h) and is a consequence of a few stratocumulus clouds that fail to exhibit a large enough T_b signature to trigger liquid phase tests (e.g., Kahn et al., 2011; 2014). The two cloud regimes therefore should not be considered mutually exclusive of each other.

A significant increase in MBL depth with increasing radiance is found in cumulus with a stronger relationship in the NH compared to the SH (Fig. 8e-h) at a fixed value of ECF. This is partly a result of a deeper MBL in the SEP and SEA near the coastline (Fig. 4). The exception is that the NEP, SEP, and SEA show a decrease for the most reflective clouds except for the NEA. Generally speaking the NEA is the largest outlier of the four regions for all radiance moments shown for MBL depth in Fig. 8 and is affected more by the midlatitudes than other regions. The MBL depth gradients have an approximately linear relationship with the standard deviation of radiance (Fig. 8i-l) unlike the average radiance (Fig. 8e-h). The MBL is deepest for the largest values of the standard deviation at almost all values of ECF in all four regions. This suggests that the largest values of average radiance in Fig. 8e-h are uniform in spatial structure and have some of the lowest standard deviations (Fig. 8e-h).

The radiance skewness is shown in Fig. 8m-p. There are several important features to describe. First, the MBL depth is shallower for normally distributed radiance and a sharp increase in MBL depth with increasing positive skewness is consistent with Figs. 3 and 4. Second, the change in MBL depth is somewhat greater for an identical increase in radiance skewness when compared to r skewness (not shown). Third, the cumulus occurrences at low ECF for positive skewness > 1 are mostly absent in the r data (not shown) but are very common in radiance data. We argue that this discrepancy has an important impact on the interpretation of the trade cumulus climatology. The gradient of MBL depth in the dimension of increasing positive skewness at low values of ECF is much greater in the radiance data where the highest data counts are found. We posit that the radiance data contain more subpixel cumulus missing in the r data. Fourth (not shown), the AIRS cloud mask filter (Fig. 1b) is removed in order to retain all values of radiance (clear and cloudy) in the joint pdf. While the patterns of radiance skewness and MBL depth are not significantly altered when applying the cloud mask filter, many more counts with normally distributed radiances appear that indicates some leakage of weak clear-sky surface reflection. We
conclude that there is a much bigger difference between the cloud mask-filtered radiance and $\tau$, rather than between the filtered and non-filtered variants of radiance, implying a robust interpretation. Fifth, the MBL depth contours change more rapidly with skewness of $\tau$ or radiance rather than with the mean value of $\tau$ or radiance, consistent with the findings of Kawai and Teixeira (2010) where a tighter correlation with LWP skewness compared to average LWP was found.

Figure 9 shows that the dMSE in the SEP is positive in sign and largest in magnitude for larger values of ECF and normally distributed radiance (other regimes are similar and are not shown). In the case of radiance skewness, contours of constant dMSE track closely to the occurrence frequency through much of the joint pdfs, with a reduction of dMSE to values less than zero at a fixed value of ECF as positively skewed radiances increases. This behavior is similar to MBL depth (Fig. 8f) and suggests that instantaneous values of dMSE correlate well with small-scale cloud variability. This is not inconsistent with LTS and dMSE correlating well with larger-scale atmospheric thermodynamic structure on much longer time scales. Kawai and Teixeira (2012) showed that the skewness of LWP varies from +1 to +2 for cloud amounts of 90–100%, and up to +1.5 to +3.5 for cloud amounts < 30%. Furthermore, Kawai and Teixeira (2010) found that the highest correlations occur between LWP homogeneity, skewness and kurtosis to different measures of temperature and moisture differences from the surface to 850 hPa, rather than to values of EIS and LTS.

5.3 Relating meteorology and microphysical processes

Nuijens et al. (2009) describe Rain in Cumulus over the Ocean (RICO) field campaign observations that illustrate fundamental physical relationships between cloud cover, wind speed and direction, the vertical structure of RH, and precipitation frequency and intensity within precipitating shallow trade cumulus. The observations can be grouped into three fairly distinct cumulus regimes: (i) low cloud fraction with little to no precipitation characterized by low values of $u$ and a drier MBL; (ii) an increase in cloud fraction with some light precipitation characterized by low values of $u$ and elevated RH between 800-1000 hPa; (iii) a further increase in cloud fraction with light precipitation and some isolated heavier events characterized by higher values of $u$ and a large increase in RH between 650-900 hPa. A key observational difference among the three regimes is the variation of RH within the MBL (800-1000 hPa), and near the top of the MBL extending into the lower free troposphere (650-900 hPa). The width of these layers is similar to the AIRS 700 and 925 hPa temperature and specific humidity weighting functions. Even though the RICO observations do not fall within any of the four regions listed in Table 1, Medeiros and Nuijens (2016) show that the observational site is applicable to the trade regime as a whole across the globe. Thus our approach for the remainder of the investigation is to determine if similar relationships shown in Nuijens et al. (2009) exist in cumulus for the regions listed in Table 1.

Figure 10 shows the MODIS derived $r_e$ for stratocumulus (Fig. 10a-d) and cumulus (Fig. 10e-p) that are limited to successful retrievals (no PCL pixels are included). There are several prominent features in the histograms. First, the stratocumulus $r_e$ is about 11 to 12 $\mu$m throughout most of the pdf in all four regions. An exception is the increase of $r_e$ by several $\mu$m when average radiance and ECF are reduced (Fig. 10a-d). While these particular MODIS pixels were successful, cloud horizontal inhomogeneity causes larger $r_e$ within this population of clouds because of the plane parallel homogeneous bias (Cho et al.
Cloud inhomogeneity may also lead to significant 3-D radiative transfer effects but these tend to cause both larger and smaller \( r_e \) in similar proportions (Zhang et al., 2012). Second, the NEA region (Fig. 10g) is most dissimilar to the other three regions for average (Figs. 10e-h), standard deviation (Fig. 10i-l) and skewness (Fig. 10m-p). Third, \( r_e \) is largest along the axis of maximum counts with values upwards of 16 to 20 \( \mu m \) in the SEP, 15-18 \( \mu m \) in the SEA, and 14-17 \( \mu m \) in the NEP. The largest values in the NEA are confined to the most skewed radiances unlike the other three regions. Fourth, in the cleaner SH, the values of \( r_e \) appear to be more tightly coupled to cloud microphysical processes that respond to changing wind speed and a deepening MBL. Fifth, the variations of \( r_e \) with the standard deviation of radiance (Fig. 10i-l) are more nonlinear than in the case of MBL depth (Fig. 8i-l). This shows that the relationship between radiance moments and different physical quantities is not the same.

One general interpretation of the larger \( r_e \) in cumulus (Fig. 10c-h) when contrasted to stratocumulus (Fig. 10a-d) is that it is caused by increased inhomogeneity of cumulus (Zhang et al., 2012), retrieval failures and partly cloudy pixels (Cho et al., 2015), and viewing angle biases (e.g., Liang et al., 2015) that are further coupled together with other factors at play (Zhang et al., 2016). The aforementioned issues may still impact a successful \( r_e \) retrieval. However, we offer evidence that the increase in \( r_e \) is also consistent with environmental variability that in turn is consistent with droplet growth and precipitation. The contours of \( r_e \) correspond very closely to the magnitude of the u-component of wind speed at 925 hPa (\( u_{925} \)) (see Fig. 12) and other levels in the MBL (not shown), suggesting a link between cloud droplet growth, light rain, and dynamical variability. The somewhat larger \( r_e \) in the SH is consistent with droplet growth in a cleaner environment (Suzuki et al., 2010a,b). Successful retrievals may be more frequently precipitating, either because of larger \( r_e \) in the cloud, or because the plane parallel homogeneous bias is larger in precipitating clouds.

To determine if the elevated \( r_e \) along the axis of maximum counts is associated with increased precipitation frequency, collocated matchups of the CloudSat precipitation rate are used to determine which AMSU FOVs contain occurrences of precipitation. Figure 11 shows results for the SEP region. The radiance skewness for the full AIRS/AMSU/MODIS swath in Fig. 10n is restricted to the CloudSat ground track in Fig. 11a. The counts are reduced by a factor of \(-30 \) as expected. There are some subtle changes in the \( r_e \) distribution showing an increase of 2-3 \( \mu m \) with increasing skewness at a fixed value of ECF. Figure 11b shows the proportion of the pdf that contains at a minimum the natural log(2) counts of precipitation occurrence within each bin. About 20-50% of the AMSU FOVs are precipitating according to CloudSat within the pdf of Fig. 11a. The precipitation frequency is consistent with Rapp et al. (2013) where up to 40% of clouds precipitate in the cumulus regime. Little to no precipitation occurs outside of the central portion of the pdf in Fig. 11a. The highly skewed cumulus with ECF<0.2 appear to be exhibiting large \( r_e \) biases due to visible radiance inhomogeneity (Cho et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016). We also point out that the population of clouds detected by CloudSat that have ECF>0.95 (Fig. 11b) are associated with very little precipitation and is consistent with the spatial distributions described by Rapp et al. (2013). Figure 12 shows \( \theta_{250} \), \( \theta_{225} \), \( \theta_{200} \), and \( \theta_{225} \). The \( \theta_{225} \) (not shown) is nearly identical among all regions with \( \theta_{225}=314 \) K ± 1 K. Thus, the structure in \( \theta_{3,700} \) (Fig. 12a-d) is driven by variations in specific humidity. For a fixed value of ECF, the clouds
with the lowest and highest values of radiance are associated with moistening of the lower free troposphere. Using climatological averages, Myers and Norris (2015) show that shortwave observations from CERES, cloud fraction estimates from ISCCP and CALIPSO, and RH and $\omega_{700}$ from ERA-Interim reflect aspects of Fig. 12 and, namely, that more reflected shortwave is associated with increased cloud fraction and decreased $\omega_{700}$.

The highest values of $\theta_{925}$ (not shown) occur along the axis of highest counts while reductions in $\theta_{925}$ occur for the least and most reflective clouds at a fixed value of ECF. Unlike 700 hPa, $\theta_{925}$ is more variable (not shown) between the four regions but is generally 2 K or less.

$\omega_{925}$ fields (Fig. 12i-l) exhibit minimal correspondence with average radiance and ECF in the NH regimes with a weak correspondence in the average radiance in the SH regions. The $\omega_{925}$ fields (Fig. 12m-p) show larger gradients in all four regions. The $\omega_{925}$ decreases with increasing radiance in all regions similar to that shown in Myers and Norris (2015), with a slightly noisier pattern in $\omega_{925}$ observed in the NH regimes. The decrease of $\omega_{925}$ with increasing radiance is consistent with a deeper MBL (Fig. 8e-h) and larger $\tau$. Where $u_{925}$ (Fig. 12e-h) increases, $\omega_{925}$ (Fig. 12m-p) decreases and RH$_{925}$ increases (not shown). The largest values of $\tau$ (Fig. 10e-h) also correspond to the above tendencies, consistent with the concept of more frequent precipitating clouds within a windier and deeper MBL (Nuijens and Stevens, 2012).

The joint pdfs imply simultaneous increases in $\theta_{700}$, $\theta_{925}$ (and by extension RH$_{700}$ and RH$_{925}$), $\omega_{925}$, and ECF in three of the four regions investigated (NEP, SEP, and SEA) with a particularly strong relationship between $u_{925}$ and $r_e$. The NEA is somewhat of an outlier although this is based on one seasons’ worth of data during 2009. There is much variability across the trade cumulus regime as it should not be treated as a single homogeneous entity.

6 Summary and Conclusions

The global-scale relationships and coupling of cloud fraction and spatial variability to thermodynamic and dynamic properties of the atmosphere remain poorly understood (Bony et al., 2015). The NASA A-train (Stephens et al., 2002) provides a wealth of remote sensing data about the microphysics and thermodynamics of the cloudy MBL. The Modern Era Retrospective-Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA; Rienecker et al., 2011) offers a complementary set of thermodynamic and dynamic variables that helps establish context for coincident remote sensing observations. The synergy between satellite and reanalysis data at the native spatial and temporal resolutions available has not been fully exploited to date. We describe a new approach that leverages coincident reanalysis and remote sensing data at the native resolution of
the observations. The spatial variability of clouds, and the relationship to thermodynamic and dynamic state variables, is thus inferred using the finest temporal and spatial resolutions available.

Four subtropical oceanic regions that capture transitions from stratocumulus to trade cumulus are investigated. We define two regimes based exclusively on liquid and unknown cloud thermodynamic phase detections with the AIRS instrument, and generically refer to them as stratocumulus and cumulus regimes, respectively. The mean, standard deviation, and skewness of MODIS and AIRS FOV cloud properties and visible radiances are calculated for each AIRS and MERRA temperature and humidity observation.

As with previous findings, coastal stratocumulus radiances are approximately normally distributed while the radiances are positively skewed away from the coast where disorganized cumulus dominates. The radiances skewness closely aligns to the magnitude of AIRS effective cloud fraction (ECF) in cumulus with less correspondence in stratocumulus. Strong (poor) spatial correspondence between radiance skewness and AIRS ECF (MODIS cloud fraction) was found suggesting infrared-based ECF is a potentially valuable and unappreciated diagnostic for MBL cloud characterization. The mean MBL depth derived from AIRS (Martins et al., 2010) shows a characteristic transition from shallow MBLs (920–970 hPa) near the coast to deeper MBLs (830–880 hPa) away from the coast and is a well-observed feature of the stratocumulus to cumulus transition (e.g., Teixeira et al., 2011). The AIRS-derived moist static energy differences (dMSE) between 700 and 1000 hPa agree very well with ERA-Interim (Kubar et al., 2012). We find that the radiance skewness is strongly related to the magnitude of dMSE as previously found by Kawai and Teixeira (2012). The MBL depth is shallower for stratocumulus than cumulus for almost all values of visible radiance and ECF.

The change in MBL depth is somewhat greater for an identical increase in radiance skewness when compared to \( \tau \) skewness.

The population of cumulus occurrences at low ECF for positive skewness > 1 are mostly absent in the \( \tau \) data but are very common in radiance data. This highlights the importance of understanding the sampling from derived Level 2 products compared to Level 1 radiances that may capture a fuller range of the geophysical state in different cloud regimes.

The \( r_e \) in stratocumulus is about 11 to 12 \( \mu m \) for most values of radiance and ECF in all four regions of study. For cumulus, \( r_e \) ranges anywhere from 12 to 20 \( \mu m \), with larger \( r_e \) for increasing positive skewness especially when ECF is small. The values of \( r_e \) appear to be tightly coupled to cloud microphysical processes that respond to changing MBL wind speed and a deepening MBL. We argue that for these successful MODIS retrievals, the increase in \( r_e \) is consistent with increased droplet growth and hence precipitation occurrence. This may be caused by larger \( r_e \) in the cloud itself or that precipitating clouds are associated with an increased subpixel inhomogeneity that leads to the plane parallel homogeneous bias; this topic warrants further investigation. In the SEP region, the elevated values of \( r_e \) that correspond with the increased \( u_{925} \) are more frequently precipitating according to CloudSat.

The Rain in Cumulus over the Ocean (RICO) observations provide an important multi-parameter testing benchmark (Nuijens et al., 2009). These results are generalized into three types of shallow precipitating cumulus regimes observed during RICO. The joint pdfs imply simultaneous increases in \( \theta_e,700 \), \( \theta_e,925 \), \( u_{925} \), and ECF in three of the four regions investigated (NEP,
SEP, and SEA) with a strong correspondence between \( u_{925} \) and \( r_e \). The NEA less clearly follows these behaviors and is an outlier, although this is based on one seasons’ worth of data during 2009.

Future work will expand to other cloud regimes, additional data sets, and multiple years of data. A similar approach with numerical model output should also be attempted using temporal snapshots of similar geophysical fields. We expect that this approach will be especially useful for linking cloud microphysics together with the thermodynamic and dynamic state of the atmosphere at the process scale.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Abbrev</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>% Sc</th>
<th>% Cu</th>
<th>% Other</th>
<th>% Clr</th>
<th>Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northeast Pacific Ocean</td>
<td>NEP</td>
<td>JJA</td>
<td>15°N–35°N</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>186133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>110°W–150°W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast Atlantic Ocean</td>
<td>NEA</td>
<td>JJA</td>
<td>15°N–35°N</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>183798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10°W–50°W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Pacific Ocean</td>
<td>SEP</td>
<td>SON</td>
<td>5°S–25°S</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>184208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70°W–110°W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Atlantic Ocean</td>
<td>SEA</td>
<td>SON</td>
<td>5°S–25°S</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>180668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25°W–15°E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The four regions investigated in this study are greatly expanded in area from Klein and Hartmann (1993). The four columns with percentages and total counts are defined at the AIRS/AMSU field of regard (FOR) spatial scale. The three cloudy categories indicate whether clouds of that type occur with any frequency within the AIRS/AMSU FOR. Clear is defined over the entire AIRS/AMSU FOR and are therefore very infrequent.
Figure 1. AIRS version 5 visible channel 4 radiance (0.49–0.94 μm) at a nadir spatial resolution of 2.28 km (left), and AIRS cloud mask (binary clear and cloudy) determined from visible channel thresholds (right). See Gautier et al. [2003] for more details.
Figure 2. AIRS (a) RH$_{925}$ (%), (b) RH$_{850}$ (%), (c) RH$_{700}$ (%), (d) 1231 cm$^{-1}$ $T_b$ (K), (e) cloud thermodynamic phase, and (f) radiance skewness from visible channel 4. The granule is identical to the one shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 3. Radiance skewness for regions listed in Table 1: (a) NEP, (b) NEA, (c) SEP, and (d) SEA. The AIRS ECF is overlaid as white contours.
Figure 4. MBL depth (hPa) for regions listed in Table 1: (a) NEP, (b) NEA, (c), SEP, and (d) SEA. The AIRS 1000-700 hPa dMSE is overlaid in white contours (solid are for positive and dashed for negative).
Figure 5. AIRS RH\textsubscript{700} (%) for regions listed in Table 1: (a) NEP, (b) NEA, (c) SEP, and (d) SEA. The MERRA-AIRS RH\textsubscript{700} difference is shown as white contours (solid implies MERRA is moister, and dashed implies AIRS is moister). The length and direction of the arrows depict the 700 hPa wind vectors from MERRA.
Figure 6. AIRS RH850 (%) for regions listed in Table 1: (a) NEP, (b) NEA, (c), SEP, and (d) SEA. The MERRA-AIRS RH850 difference is shown as white contours (solid implies MERRA is moister, and dashed implies AIRS is moister). The length and direction of the arrows depict the 850 hPa wind vectors from MERRA.
Figure 7. Shown are joint pdfs for six different combinations of variables that are described in Section 4.2: (a) radiance versus AIRS ECF, (b) radiance versus MODIS CF, (c) MODIS $\tau$ versus AIRS ECF, (d) MODIS $\tau$ versus MODIS CF, (e) radiance versus MODIS $\tau$, and (f) MODIS CF versus AIRS ECF. The grey scale is the natural log of total counts per bin. All values in the pdfs shown are for the cumulus regime. The color contours depict the MBL depth (hPa).
Figure 8. Joint pdfs of visible radiance versus ECF for the four spatial regions listed in Table 1. The SEP in Fig.7 is repeated here for clarity.
Figure 9. Joint pdfs of visible radiance average (left) and skewness (right) versus ECF for the SEP with dMSE depth as the overlay field. Other regions are very similar and are not shown for reasons of brevity.
Figure 10. Joint pdfs of visible radiance skewness versus ECF for the four regions listed in Table 1, and the overlay field is $r_e$. 
Figure 11. (a) Same as Fig. 10n except sampling restricted to AMSU FORs that contain the CloudSat ground track. (b) Samples of the data in (a) that contain detected precipitation according to CloudSat.
Figure 12. Joint pdfs of 700 hPa $\theta$, $u_{925}$, $\omega_{700}$, and $\omega_{925}$ for the four regions listed in Table 1.